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Few occupations are as inundated with stress as that of law enforcement. Officers are expected to perform their duties at the highest level of awareness, while under immense levels of stress. It’s no wonder that higher rates of depression, PTSD, alcohol and drug abuse, strained family relationships, fatigue and burnout among police officers are well documented. Those in law enforcement regularly take on adversity in many forms and can be deeply impacted by exposure to regular violence and trauma. Acquiring skills that build awareness, reduce stress and increase resilience can improve moment by moment decision making, job performance and satisfaction and general well-being.

This course will teach you the critical skills of recognition and resilience. Recognition refers to our ability to see the moment clearly and accurately. Resilience is our ability to endure stress, trauma, or adversity and then return back to our normal or even better state of functioning. Put another way, resilience is the ability to successfully meet the moment—a critical aspect of law enforcement for obvious reasons. In your occupation, successfully meeting the moment can save lives—yours, those you work with, and the community members you serve.

The aim of the Resilient Mind for Law Enforcement Workbook is to:

- Help you increase resilience during and after stressful life events
- Read or recognize the moment clearly and accurately so you can “meet the moment” optimally
- Improve performance in the workplace and other demanding situations
- Improve well-being
- Improve transitions between work and personal life
- Prevent burnout and improve job satisfaction

The Resilient Mind Skills presented in this workbook are derived from an evidence-based model called Mind-Body Bridging (MBB). (See Appendix A for a brief overview of Mind-Body Bridging). Research has shown MBB to be effective in addressing the kinds of challenges law enforcement officers routinely face.
You will learn:

- **Awareness skills** that cultivate moment by moment awareness of your body, thoughts, emotions, and situation.

- **Metacognitive techniques** that bring about awareness and understanding of one's thought processes) that will allow you to “get out of your own way” and enable you to meet the moment with clarity and sound judgement.

This workbook is composed of three parts, where each part serves as a building block for the next. Each part introduces various skills, called Resilient Mind Skills, and provides:

- An explanation of the Resilient Mind Skills presented in the lesson, indicated by the book icon.

- Instructions for various exercises to teach the Resilient Mind Skills, indicated by the pen icon.

At the end of each part, there is a summary of the skills presented and instructions for how you can practice Resilient Mind Skills in your daily life.
Part One

What Hinders Resilience?


The I-System

Exercise 1.1

In the following exercise, you are going to use a template called a Mind-Body Map (or Map for short). A Mind-Body Map allows you to write down and become aware of thoughts, feelings, and body sensations related to a specific troubling situation. On the next page is an example of a completed Mind-Body Map.

Write down on the Map a situation from your life that is most troubling (stressful, has pressure, has anxiety) to you inside the oval.

Once you have the troubling situation in the oval, take the next several minutes to scatter your thoughts and feelings about that situation around the outside of the oval, but inside the larger circle. Don’t edit or second-guess, just put down whatever thoughts come to mind.

After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Rate your mind clutter on a scale from 0 – 10. Rate your body tension on a scale of 0 – 10. Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map or face the troubling situation. Write down the location(s) and description of the body tension in the space provided.

With your mind and body in this state how do you act?
Example Map for Exercise 1.1 (Map 1)

Mind-Body Map (Example of Troubling Situation)

- Overworked
  - Can’t get caught up on my reports
  - Feeling tired and worn out
  - Can’t sleep
  - Too much to do
  - Am I really making a difference?
  - Can’t keep up with all the calls
  - Can’t make everyone happy
  - Worried I will get a bad performance eval

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 7
Rate your body tension (0-10): 8 Location of body tension: Knot in stomach, tight chest
How do you act in this mind-body state? I withdraw
Exercise 1.1 (Map 1)

Mind-Body Map (Troubling Situation)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 
Rate your body tension (0-10):  Location of body tension: ____________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? ____________________________
Mapping

In the above exercise you have just learned your first Resilient Mind Skill called Mapping. When you Map you write down your thoughts and feelings related to a particular situation without editing.

Recognize Your I-System

Mind clutter and body tension are often caused by what we call the I-System (Identity System). It’s a system in your mind and body that underlies many of our dysfunctional states and behavior. The I-System becomes overactive when our sense of self or identity is threatened. You can recognize its presence whenever you experience mind clutter and body tension. Mind clutter and body tension are “red flags” that your I-System is overactive and is influencing your thoughts, feelings and behavior and restricting you to a limited and contracted state. Recognizing that your I-System is overactive is the first step towards improved functioning, and is a Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize your I-System. All other Resilient Mind skills build on the primary skill of recognizing that your I-System is overactive.

I-System Requirements

Exercise 1.2

Go back to the Map on exercise 1.1.

Find the thought with the most associated body tension, draw a line from it to the outside of the larger circle and ask yourself the question, “How should that item be?” And, “What expectation did you have that was violated that led to that thought?” Write the answer outside the circle (i.e., “I shouldn’t feel tired and worn out,” or “I should be able to get my work done each day”).

Draw lines to the outside of the circle from each thought with associated body tension inside the circle, writing the answer to the question, “How should that item be?” See example map below.
Exercise 1.2 (Map 1)

Mind-Body Map (Example of Troubling Situation)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 7
Rate your body tension (0-10): 8 Location of body tension: Knot in stomach, tight chest
How do you act in this mind-body state? I withdraw
The expectations or “Should/Must” statements that you have written on the outside of the circle are known as Requirements. These “Shoulds or Musts” are ideal pictures of how others and the world should be (for example, *We should have more people on duty, I should not feel so tired and worn out, I should be able to sleep better*). When you have a “Should or Must” about something and it does not go the way you want it to, your I-System can become dominant and overactive.

We have a body system that regulates our temperature, keeping the body at around 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit. If our temperature goes up, we sweat, and if it goes down, we shiver as our temperature system tries to get back to the body’s normal state. In the same way, our I-System works like our temperature regulation system. But, instead of working to maintain an ideal temperature, the I-System maintains an ‘ideal picture’ or ‘mental rule’ (Requirement) of how you, others and the world should be. When something happens that doesn’t fit the I-System Requirement, our I-System becomes overactive.

We classify the various types of Requirements under the categories of Requirements for Myself, Requirements for Others, and Requirements for the World.

Recognize and Neutralize Requirements

Each Requirement (Should/Must) has an inherent logical fallacy, because it imposes expectations on us, others, and the world that are not logically and factually correct; in short, unrealistic. For example, the Requirement “People should appreciate what I do” implies that you can always expect people to appreciate what you do, which is obviously not an accurate view of reality. Whereas, “I prefer that people appreciate what I do” expresses a personal preference that is not a logical fallacy. The logical version of this statement is then, “Sometimes people appreciate what I do and sometimes people aren’t so appreciative. I prefer that they appreciate what I do.” This is sound logic because it is realistic. You can Neuralize a Requirement by restating it as a personal preference that has less power to activate your I-System. You can also neutralize the requirement by saying “its just a thought.”

Recognizing and Neutralizing a Requirement allows you to see troubling or distressing situations more clearly and more accurately so you can deal with them more optimally. It does not mean that you won’t be upset when a Requirement is violated, but it won’t be made worse by an overactive I-System distorting it.
I-System Requirements activate the I-System causing it to become overactive or dominant. When the I-system is dominant it clouds our ability to see “what is” by fixating us on “what should be.” To deactivate the I-System you must be able to Recognize and Neutralize Requirements in the heat of the moment. Recognizing a Requirement in the heat of the moment means that whenever you are tense, experiencing mind clutter or fog, or not functioning at your best, you are able to discover the Requirement that has been violated causing the distortion.

The human experience includes various degrees of misjudgement, suffering, distress and trauma. These are unavoidable. However, a significant portion of this is due to the Requirements you have concerning how you, others and the world should be. The I-System can either cause mistakes and suffering where none is warranted or add unnecessary suffering to an already distressing situation. By Recognizing and Neutralizing your Requirements you will see things more clearly—for what they really are—and distress will be reduced or eliminated.

Think back to the Map you just did. Even though your initial distress was the result of an external situation, much of your ongoing distress is caused by experiencing it in an active I-System state, because of violated Requirements. Frequently there is not much you can do about another person’s behavior or events in the world, but you do have a lot of control over how you view and react to it depending on whether or not you have identified and neutralized underlying requirements.

In the exercise below restate the Should/Must on the Map to an “I prefer…” (for example, “I should be able to get my work done each day.” to “I prefer that I get my work done each day.”) A Should/Must means that things must absolutely be a certain way. An “I prefer…” means that it is something you desire, which of course is okay, as we all have personal preferences. Or, just label the should/must as “just a thought.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement/Should/Must</th>
<th>I prefer/Its just a thought</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_______________________</td>
<td>-&gt; _________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_______________________</td>
<td>-&gt; _________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_______________________</td>
<td>-&gt; _________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_______________________</td>
<td>-&gt; _________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rest Your I-System

Exercise 1.3

On the next Map write the same troubling situation used in the previous two Maps in the blank oval.

Next, get comfortable in your chair. Take a few minutes to connect with your senses. Listen to the background sounds, feel your body on the chair and feet on the floor. Feel the table top or fabric of your clothing with your finger tips. If a thought distracts you, simply return to listening to the background sounds. Once you begin to feel settled write the thoughts and feelings that come to your mind now about the situation around the outside of the oval, but inside the larger circle. As you write, feel the pen in your hand and watch the ink go onto the paper.

After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Rate your mind clutter on a scale from 0 – 10. Rate your body tension on a scale of 0 – 10. Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map. Write down the location(s) and description of the body tension in the space provided.

With your mind and body in this state how do you act?

Indicate the level of I-System activity.

Compare the first Map with the second. Ask yourself, is this Map the same (besides the same troubling situation) or how is it different than the first Map? How is it the same? How is it different? Is the level of body tension and mind clutter experienced the same or different?
Exercise 1.3 (Map 2)

Mind-Body Map (Troubling Situation)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): □
Rate your body tension (0-10): □  Location of body tension: ________________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? ________________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: [0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10]
The I-System Hijacks Your Natural Functioning

- **Natural Functioning** refers to your natural and regular state when you are focused on the present moment or an activity without distraction or distortion caused by the I-System. In this state you are naturally resourceful, creative, psychologically flexible and resilient. In this state you are prepared to meet the moment with clarity and accurate judgement. Natural Functioning is your innate mind-body state.

- Look at the Mind Body Map from exercises 1.1 and 1.2 (Map 1). In this map the I-System hijacks Natural Functioning, distorting and filling your mind full of clutter and your body full of tension. When your I-System is dominant and in control it distorts how you perceive, think, feel, and act. This is often causes poor decisions and outcomes, and many of your dysfunctional mind-body states.

- Look at Map 2 in exercise 1.3. In this Map, with the I-System less dominant, your Natural Functioning is no longer hijacked. All parts of your mind and body are working in greater harmony and you are more focused, freer of distraction and capable of meeting the moment optimally.

Sensory Awareness Skills

- When you did the first Map in Exercise 1.1 and 1.2 you experienced I-System overactivity and how this hijacks Natural Functioning. In the second Map you got to see what it’s like to have your I-System become less dominant. You experienced what happens when you come to your senses by focusing on your body sensations and the sounds around you. The I-System automatically becomes less dominant, your body tension eases, and your mind clutter decreases.

- When you did Map 2 you were practicing a Resilient Mind skill called **Sensory Awareness Skills**. It’s as easy as listening to the sound of an air conditioner fan, traffic outside, water going down the drain when you wash your hands, the sound of a clock ticking or noticing your breath. It can also be experiencing the sensations on your feet as you walk, feeling the texture and temperature of a cup or glass you are holding, being aware of the sights and sounds around you as you drive, or noticing the sweat as it streams down your face. Below is a list of various types of Sensory Awareness skills. You can use these skills at work and in your personal life to maintain your focus on the moment and optimize your performance. **Although it is important to use these skills throughout the day, it is critical to use them**
when you transition from personal life to work (going on shift) and from work to personal life (going off shift).

Awareness of Background Sounds
Your environment is full of sounds. During the day, pause and listen to background sounds, like the white noise of the heating or air-conditioning system, the wind blowing, traffic sounds, or the hum of the refrigerator. If your thoughts start to spin or meander, simply note them and gently return your awareness to what you were doing/hearing.

Awareness of What You Are Touching
Tuning in to your sense of touch is another Sensory Awareness Skill that quiets your I-System. Be aware of what your fingers sense as you touch things like glasses, phones, pens, keys, computers, and other objects such as grass/turf. Are these surfaces smooth or rough, cold or warm, pleasant or unpleasant? Sense what it’s like to feel the sun’s warmth on your face or the breeze on your skin.

Awareness of Colors and Shapes
Pay attention today to what you see when you look at scenery and objects. Notice their colors, shapes, and forms.

Awareness of Your Body
Because of the unpleasant body sensations associated with your overactive I-System, you may have developed a habit of trying to block out or get away from the feelings in your body. When you have unpleasant body sensations, expand your awareness to all parts of your body.

When you practice your Sensory Awareness Skills you move from a limited and contracted state (I-System Functioning) to a more expanded state (Natural Functioning). See figure below.
Practice Maps

Exercise 1.4

- For exercise 1.4 select another troubling situation and write it in the oval on the Mind-Body Map 1. Complete the Map by scattering your thoughts and feelings regarding the situation around the oval.

- After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Rate your mind clutter on a scale from 0 – 10. Rate your body tension on a scale of 0 – 10. Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map or face the troubling situation. Write down the location(s) and description of the body tension in the space provided.

- Indicate the level of I-System activity. With your mind and body in this state how do you act?

- Now, Identify and write your Requirements that were violated or not met on the outside of the big circle and link them to the associated thoughts inside the circle.

- Next, practice neutralizing these Requirements by restating them as a personal preference, replacing the “should/must” with the word, “prefer” or using the “its just a thought” technique.

- On Map 2 write the same troubling situation used in the previous Map in the blank oval.
Next, get comfortable in your chair. Take a few minutes to listen to the background sounds, feel your body on the chair and feet on the floor. Feel the table top or the fabric of your clothing with your finger tips. If a thought distracts you, simply return to listening to the background sounds. Once you begin to feel settled write your thoughts and feelings about the situation that come to your mind now around the outside of the oval, but inside the larger circle. As you write, feel the pen in your hand and watch the ink go onto the paper.

After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Rate your mind clutter on a scale from 0 – 10. Rate your body tension on a scale of 0 – 10. Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map or face the troubling situation. Write down the location(s) and description of the body tension in the space provided.

With your mind and body in this state how do you act? Indicate the level of I-System activity.
Exercise 1.4 (Map 1)

Mind-Body Map (Troubling Situation)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 
Rate your body tension (0-10): 
Location of body tension: ________________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? ________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity:  
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Exercise 1.4 (Map 2)

Mind-Body Map with Sensory Awareness Skills (Troubling Situation)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): □
Rate your body tension (0-10): □ Location of body tension: ____________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? _____________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Summary of Resilient Mind Skills (Part One)

Mapping

- When you Map you write down your thoughts and feelings related to a particular situation without editing.

Recognize Your I-System

- Each of us has an I-System, and it’s either dominant, or not dominant. You know the I-System is dominant when your mind is cluttered with spinning thoughts, your body is tense, and your mental and physical functioning is impaired.

Recognize and Neutralize Requirements

- Recognizing and Neutralizing Requirements removes the fuse that ignites the I-System. Requirements can be neutralized in the heat of the moment by restating them as a personal preference or simply labeling them as thoughts.

Sensory Awareness Skills

- When you use Sensory Awareness Skills you rest your I-System, making it less dominant.

Resilient Mind Skills Practice (Part One)

Practice your Sensory Awareness Skills throughout the day including when experiencing a troubling situation in your personal life. You can do this when you experience mind clutter or body tension at work, at home, or any place, really. The more you practice using these skills the more natural it becomes. Remember that while it is important to use these skills throughout the day, it is critical to use them when you transition from personal life to work (going on shift) and from work to personal life (going off shift).

When experiencing a troubling situation do a Mind-Body Map about the situation. Then Recognize any Requirements you might have about the situation (Should/Must). Once you have identified a Requirement you can then restate your Should/Must as an I prefer or label it as “just a thought” in order to Neutralize Your Requirement.
Part Two

You can’t Fix what’s not Broken

This part introduces the concept of the **Depressor** which is a sub-system of the I-System that activates when a Requirement is violated. It also introduces the concept of the **Fixer** which is a sub-system of the I-System that attempts to rectify the unpleasant feelings caused by the Depressor. Both the Depressor and Fixer create **Storylines** that keep the I-System active.

The Depressor

Exercise 2.1

Negative self-talk is a natural phenomenon, yet it can negatively impact your well-being, and behavior. A good way to understand how to deal with negative self-talk is through the following exercise.

Write down your name inside the oval on the map provided below. In the circle around the oval wire your negative self-talk—the things you often tell yourself are wrong or broken with you. After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Rate your mind clutter on a scale from 0 – 10. Rate your body tension on a scale of 0 – 10. Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map or face the troubling situation. Write down the location(s) and description of the body tension in the space provided.

Indicate the level of I-System activity. With your mind and body in this state how do you act?
Then go back over the thoughts in the circle and mark each one with 1, 2 or 3 check marks based on the level of body tension associated with that thought (*1 being the least and 3 being the highest level*). See example map below.

Exercise 2.1 (Example Map)

Mind-Body Map (Example of Negative Self Talk)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 8
Rate your body tension (0-10): 9 Location of body tension: **Tension in neck**
How do you act in this mind-body state? **Overeat and drink too much**
Indicate the level of your I-System activity:
Exercise 2.1

Mind-Body Map (Negative Self Talk)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10):

Rate your body tension (0-10):
Location of body tension: ____________________________

How do you act in this mind-body state? ____________________________

Indicate the level of your I-System activity: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
All the thoughts in the circle of exercise 2.1 are just thoughts that happen to be negative. Some of these thoughts arise and pass, while others stick around and create mind clutter and body tension.

Most people have problems dealing with their troubling persistent negative thoughts. The challenge is not what do we do with these troubling negative thoughts, but rather what do we do about the component of the I-System called the Depressor (which generates and drives these troubling negative thoughts). The Depressor is the component of the I-System that gets activated when Requirements are unmet. It generates and drives negative thoughts that lead to dysfunctional mind-body states.

Negative thoughts can arise and pass without creating mind clutter and body tension, but negative thoughts generated and driven by your Depressor create mind clutter and body tension.

Depressor Storylines

Exercise 2.2

Turn back to the Map from exercise 2.1 Select one thought in the circle that has the most body tension associated with it (3 check marks). Write down the story or stories you tell yourself about that thought in the space below.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What you have written is called a Depressor Storyline. The Depressor generates a negative thought and spins it into a Storyline. Storylines may play in our minds many times throughout the day, creating mental lapses, errors, misperceptions, misjudgments, procrastination, body tension, less than optimal performance, etc. Storylines pull you away from what you are doing in the moment or distort your perception of the moment. Storylines exist for every thought in the circle with associated body tension.
Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines

- The Depressor has generated negative thoughts due to a Requirement being unmet. The first step is to recognize that your Depressor has generated a negative thought and spun it into a story.

- When you realize your Depressor has generated negative thoughts and storylines you can use a Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines. This can be done by identifying the troubling Depressor thoughts (and its accompanied storylines) on your Map and then Neutralize your Depressor by saying: “_______ is just a Depressor Thought and Storyline.” You don’t ignore or neglect the content of the thoughts; you are just preventing the Depressor from spinning the negative thought into a story that leads to dysfunctional and non-optimal behavior. You can then use your Sensory Awareness Skills to get back into Natural Functioning and you will then likely see the situation more clearly and accurately and behave more optimally.

The Fixer

Exercise 2.3

- Go back to the circle in the Exercise 2.1 Map. For each thought in the circle with associated body tension, draw a line from the thought to the outside of the circle and write down, what do you feel like doing when you have that thought. For example:
  - Thought: I am so far behind. → What will I do about it? → I’ll just stay up all night and get caught up.
  - Thought: I am tired. → What will I do about it? → I’ll drink a lot of energy drinks. See example below.
Exercise 2.3 (Example Map)

Mind-Body Map (Example of Negative Self Talk)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 8
Rate your body tension (0-10): 9  Location of body tension: Tension in neck

How do you act in this mind-body state? Overeat and drink too much

Indicate the level of your I-System activity:
Notice the energy level and feeling tone of the thoughts inside the circle then contrast it with the energy and feeling tone of the corresponding behavior outside the circle. All of the actions outside the circle are natural thoughts of how to take care of ourselves and our responsibilities. However, on this Map, the actions outside this circle are driven not by wanting to take care of yourself, but by what you are going to do to fix the unpleasant mind-body state described inside the circle that’s caused by your Depressor. We call these thoughts and actions outside the circle **Fixers**.

The Depressor works to make you believe that you or others are damaged and need fixing. The **Fixer** is the Depressor’s partner that drives overactive, never-ending thoughts and stories of how to fix yourself, others and your environment. In other words, the job of the Fixer is primarily to fix the bad feelings caused by the Depressor, and it can never do enough. The Fixer tries endlessly to make the Requirement a reality.

**Fixer Storylines**

**Exercise 2.4**

Turn back to the Map from exercise 2.3 and find one thought in the circle that has the most body tension associated with it (3 check marks) and then select the fixer thought or action on the outside of the circle. Write down the story or stories you tell yourself about that thought or action in the space below.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What you have written is called a **Fixer Storyline**. The Depressor generates a negative thought and spins it into a Storyline and the Fixer creates never-ending thoughts and stories of how to fix things—yourself, others and your environment.
Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines

- Every activity we do is either driven by the Fixer or by our Natural Functioning.

- The stories generated by the Depressor often lead to dysfunctional or non-optimal behavior, where you feel you absolutely must do something to get rid of any unpleasant feelings or resolve the situation.

- The Depressor works to make you believe that you or others are damaged or broken and need fixing. The Fixer is the Depressor’s partner that drives never-ending thoughts of how to fix yourself, others and/or your environment. In other words, the job of the Fixer is primarily to fix the bad feelings caused by the Depressor. The truth is you are not broken or damaged and don’t need fixing. You—who you really are—is enough! And, the Fixer will never be able to meet the Requirement that has already been violated.

- When you realize your Depressor has generated negative thoughts and your Fixer is generating thoughts and stories about how to fix the unpleasantness of the Depressor you can use the Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines. This can be done by identifying the Fixer thoughts (and its accompanied storylines) on your Map and then Neutralize your Fixer by saying: “_______ is just a Fixer Thought and Storyline.” You can then use your Sensory Awareness Skills to access your Natural Functioning. When you are in Natural Functioning you will see situations more clearly and accurately and behave in ways that are best suited for the moment.

- If an action is being driven by the Fixer, nothing you do will ever be good enough because the Depressor is still there to disapprove or raise the bar. Fixer behavior/activity will never fix the Depressor no matter how hard you try. The Fixer traps you into thinking an I-System Requirement has to be met with Storylines of “I need to…; I have to….”

- Recognize the following Fixer signs.
  - Trying to fix the unpleasant state caused by your Depressor (Body tension and mind clutter)
  - Trying to meet the I-System Requirement at all costs (ie…at the cost of your physical and mental health, and of relationships, etc.)
  - No matter how much the fixer does ‘enough is never good enough’
  - Excess mental pressure or urgency
  - Sense of being driven or needing to control
  - Over preparation, perfectionism
  - No sense of satisfaction, well-being or peace of mind with accomplishment
The Depressor-Fixer Cycle

- The Depressor and Fixer dance with each other. The Depressor thoughts and associated unpleasant body sensations activate our Fixer to attempt to satisfy the Depressor. Fixer behavior/activity is always tied to a Depressor thought.

- Explore the **Depressor-Fixer Cycle** below:

![Depressor-Fixer Cycle Diagram]

*Depressor-Fixer Cycle*
Exercise 2.5

✍ In this exercise you will have the opportunity to explore in detail a situation that activated your Depressor-Fixer cycle.

✍ Write down a situation that really got your I-System going.

__________________________________________

In each of the boxes below, describe the progression of your I-System activity related to this situation:

- **Depressor Thoughts and Storylines**
- **Mind Clutter and Body Tension**
- **Fixer Thoughts and Storylines**
- **Fixer Behavior**
- **Depressor Response**

✍ Notice that the Depressor response in the last box only promotes more Fixer storylines and behavior.

✍ Think back over your life. Do you recognize how pervasive your Depressor-Fixer cycle has been over the years? Do you see how central that cycle is to your daily distress?
Summary of Resilient Mind Skills (Part Two)

Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines

- When you realize your Depressor has generated negative thoughts and storylines you can use a Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines. This can be done by identifying the troubling Depressor thoughts (and its accompanied storylines) on your Map and then Neutralizing your Depressor by saying: “_______ is just a Depressor Thought and Storyline.”

Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines

- When you realize your Depressor has generated negative thoughts and your Fixer is generating thoughts and stories about how to fix the unpleasantness of the Depressor you can use the Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines. This can be done by identifying the Fixer thoughts (and its accompanied storylines) on your Map and then Neutralizing your Fixer by saying: “_______ is just a Fixer Thought and Storyline.”

Resilient Mind Skills Practice (Part Two)

- When you realize your Depressor has generated negative thoughts and storylines you can use a Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines. And when your Fixer is generating thoughts and stories about how to fix the unpleasantness of the Depressor you can use the Resilient Mind Skill called Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines. You can then use your Sensory Awareness Skills to access your Natural Functioning. When you are in Natural Functioning you will see situations more clearly and accurately and behave in ways that are best suited for the moment.
Part Three

Resilient Mind Practice

This part of the workbook explores how your daily activities can either be driven by your overactive I-System or by Natural Functioning, and helps you recognize that you have the capacity to choose which state you want to be in. It will show you how to maintain an ongoing Resilient Mind Practice to enhance your resilience and general well-being.

I-System and Natural Functioning Loops

The Two-Loop diagram provides a simplified representation for how the mind works. All thoughts naturally flow in the Natural Functioning loop when your I-System is not overactive or dominant.

Natural Functioning refers to your natural and regular state when you are focused on the present moment or an activity without distraction. In this state you are naturally resourceful, creative, psychologically flexible and resilient. Natural Functioning is your natural, instinctive mind-body state.

I-System Functioning hijacks your Natural Functioning, filling your mind full of clutter and your body full of tension. When your I-System is dominant it distorts how you think, feel, and act. It limits our innate creatively resourceful abilities, and ultimately our resilience. This is often the cause of our poor decisions, performance, and suffering as well as many of our dysfunctional mind-body states.
The I-System Loop and the Natural Functioning Loop
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Two-Part Mapping

Exercise 3.1

We will now show how to do a Two-Part Map about any distressing situation using all the Resilience Mind Skills presented thus far.

Map out the distressing situation using these steps. The various Resilient Mind Skills are indicated in bold text.

Step 1

- Write the troubling situation inside the oval of the Mind-Body Map template or blank piece of paper (Mapping).
- Then write any thoughts and feelings you have regarding the situation around the outside of the oval. It is important to note that there are no right or wrong answers. Write whatever comes to mind.
- After a couple of minutes, stop writing. Ask yourself, is your body tense or relaxed? Locate an area of your body that is tense or uncomfortable when you do the Map or face the troubling situation. Write down the location(s) of the body tension in the space provided on the bottom of the Map.
Ask yourself, “Is my I-System overactive or am I in Natural Functioning?” If in Natural Functioning then there is no need to proceed with further Mapping. If your I-System is active (Recognize your I-System) proceed to Step 2.

**Step 2**

- Now, notice any “Shoulds” or “Musts” (Recognize Requirements) on your Mind-Body Map, or find thoughts about the situation that you think should or must be in a certain way then draw a short line from each thought to outside the circle and write down how you think it should or absolutely must be. See the example Map provided on the next page for how this is to be done.

- Now restate each Should/Must (Requirements) on your Map to a personal preference in the form of an “I would prefer…” (Neutralize Requirements).

- Identify the troubling Depressor thoughts and its associated storylines on your Map and then Neutralize your Depressor by saying: “______ is just a Depressor Thought and Storyline” (Recognize and Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines). Do this for each of the Depressor thoughts and its associated storylines on your Map.

- Identify Fixer thoughts and its associated storylines on your Map and then Neutralize your Fixer by saying: “______ is just a Fixer Thought and Storyline” (Recognize and Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines). Do this for each of the Fixer thoughts and its associated storylines on your Map.

**Step 3**

- Now start the second Map.

- Write the same troubling situation in the middle of a new Map, but this time, before writing anything else, listen to background sounds like a fan, refrigerator, wind, air conditioner, computer sounds, or traffic sounds (Sensory Awareness Skills).

- Sense your feet on the floor, notice your toes wiggle and feel the fabric of your clothing with your finger tips. Once you begin to feel settled, write the thoughts and feelings about the situation that come to your mind now. As you write, feel the pen in hand and watch the ink go on the paper while continuing to listen to background sounds.

- Once this map is completed your I-System is likely to be less active and you are more likely to have gained new insights or a different perspective about the troubling situation because you see it more clearly and accurately.
Exercise 3.1 (Map 1)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 8
Rate your body tension (0-10): 9 Location of body tension: Pain in stomach
How do you act in this mind-body state? I withdraw
Indicate the level of your I-System activity:
Exercise 3.1 (Practice Map 1)

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): [ ]
Rate your body tension (0-10): [ ] Location of body tension: ________________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? __________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Exercise 3.1 (Practice Map 2)

Mind-Body Map with Sensory Awareness Skills

Rate your mind clutter (0-10): □
Rate your body tension (0-10): □ Location of body tension: ____________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? ____________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Your Resilient Mind Practice

When you incorporate Resilient Mind Skills into your daily activities they will have a positive effect across various areas of your life including your performance at work. Yet, it is critical that your Resilient Mind Skills practice does not become another Fixer-driven activity. Remember you are not damaged or broken and don’t need to be fixed; that is what your Depressor leads you to believe. You are perfectly good enough, just as you are.

We suggest a simple two-fold approach to improve your resilience through Resilient Mind Skills practice. First, use Two-Part Mapping to deal with troubling situations as discussed in this workbook. When confronted by a troubling or distressing situation, Mapping exercises will assist you in dealing with the situation in Natural Functioning. In this Natural Functioning state you will be more capable of navigating the situation than you would be with an overactive I-System. Second, frequently use your Resilient Mind Skills throughout your day in the heat of the moment whenever your I-System becomes overactive, cluttering your mind and tensing your body. Strive to develop and maintain awareness of whether the driving force behind your activities and goals is Natural Functioning or I-System (Fixer) driven activity.

Conclusion

Well done for completing this workbook!

As previously mentioned, your Resilient Mind Skills practice should not become another Fixer-driven activity. Remember you are not damaged or broken and don’t need to be fixed. You are good enough as you are when in Natural Functioning.

In conclusion, Resilient Mind Skills practice consists of

- Mapping to deal with troubling situations as they arise, and
- using Resilient Mind Skills.

1. Mapping
2. Recognize Your I-System
3. Sensory Awareness Skills
4. Recognize & Neutralize Requirements
5. Recognize & Neutralize Depressor Thoughts and Storylines
6. Recognize & Neutralize Fixer Thoughts and Storylines
Two-Part Mind-Body Map Templates
Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 
Rate your body tension (0-10): Location of body tension: ___________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? _______________________________________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: [ ]

Mind-Body Map
Rate your mind clutter (0-10): 
Rate your body tension (0-10): Location of body tension: ____________________________
How do you act in this mind-body state? __________________________________________
Indicate the level of your I-System activity: ________________________________
Appendix A

An Overview of Mind-Body Bridging

What is it that makes some law enforcement officers seem more resilient to the high demands of this occupation? Why do some officers seem to survive and thrive in these conditions while others burn out? Resilience theory may offer an explanation. Burnout is considered to be an “adverse” life event and is defined as follows. “A syndrome of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment that can occur among individuals who do ‘people work’” (Maslach & Jackson, 1986, p. 1).

In their 2017 publication, McFadden, Mallett & Leiter seek to understand whether organizational factors are predictive of resilience and if resilience mediates the relationship between organizational factors and burnout. Their work contributes to the existing research literature by exploring individual resilience levels in the context of the organizational factors that impact on levels of burnout. This is important as organizational factors can be addressed by employers within a resilience building organizational culture (e.g., teaching law enforcement personnel resiliency building techniques like Mind-Body Bridging) can significantly provide protective factors to employee burnout.

Mind-Body Bridging (MBB) (from which all the Resilient Mind Skills in this workbook are derived from) is an evidence-based psychological intervention that increases foundational self-regulation skills which promote psychological resilience. MBB practices consist of various skills for cultivating present-focused awareness of one’s body, thoughts, and emotions and developing

---

1 For example, in studies with veterans MBB practice improved sleep by reducing sleep disturbance via reducing/improving PTSD symptoms, increasing mindfulness, reducing depression, fatigue, pain, and composite sleep/general co-occurring symptoms (Nakamura, Lipschitz, Landward, Kuhn, & West, 2011; Lipschitz, Olin, & Nakamura, 2016; Nakamura et al., 2017). MBB has proven to be an effective intervention in the management of insomnia in Active-duty Military Personnel suffering from insomnia (Lipschitz, Olin, Nakamura, 2016). A study on cancer survivors showed that MBB reduced sleep disturbance symptoms and depression symptoms while improving overall levels of mindfulness, self-compassion, well-being, and attenuated waking salivary α-amylases levels, suggesting positive influences on sympathetic activity in cancer survivors with sleep disturbance (Lipschitz, Kuhn, Kinney, Donaldson, and Nakamura, 2013). Another study found MBB was associated with increased levels of oxytocin, a neuropeptide hormone associated with calmness and well-being (Lipschitz, Kuhn, Kinney, Grewen, Donaldson, and Nakamura, 2015). A study that used a sample of addicted individuals found that MBB significantly reduced drug/alcohol cravings, trauma-related thinking, and disturbed sleep while increasing mindfulness, self-compassion, and well-being (Nakamura, et al., 2015). Research with domestic violence perpetrators indicated that MBB reduced recidivism and increased treatment compliance (Tollefson et al., 2009; Tollefson & Phillips, 2015).
an understanding of the psychological mechanisms behind maladaptive mind-body states and behavior.

The aim of MBB is to provide individuals with psychosocial skills and coping strategies to increase their resilience. The concept of resilience refers to “the ability of individuals to adapt successfully in the face of acute stress, trauma, or chronic adversity, maintaining or rapidly regaining psychological well-being and physiological homeostasis” (Feder, Nestler, Westphal & Charney, 2010, p. 35). The notion of coping refers to specific processes in which a person engages expressly to deal with stress (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004). Studies have identified active coping strategies and cognitive reappraisal as some of the central psychosocial factors that promote successful adaptation to stress (Feder, Nestler, Westphal & Charney, 2010). MBB coping strategies involve cognitive, behavioral, and emotional responses to stressful events and circumstances as well as cognitive reappraisal techniques that allow individuals to reevaluate or reframe adverse experiences with a growth mindset.

More specifically, the therapeutic focus of MBB is for the individual to develop skills to recognize and rest their overactive I-System, thereby removing the hindrance to the innate resilience of the ‘true self’ (Natural Functioning). In a state of Natural Functioning, adaptive skills and resilience emerge. Karen Horney (1950) described alienation from the ‘true self’ as the origin of most psychic distress and described the true self as “the ‘original’ force toward individual growth and fulfillment” (p. 158). According to Horney (1950), this true self is an “intrinsic potentiality” or “central inner force, common to all human beings” (p. 17) that is the core source of development. Similarly, Donald Winnicott contended that much of psychopathology is a “result of an inflation of the false self and a corresponding underdevelopment of a true self” (Ryan & Deci, 2017, p. 59). In short, MBB focuses on restoring the “motivational force or tendency” of the true self and thereby unleashing its inherent resilience and “health-promoting force” (Ryan and Deci, 2017, p. 62).

---

2 The notion of the metapsychological construct of the ‘true self’, as articulated by the I-System model, shares many commonalities with several other theoretical perspectives that embrace the “tradition of self-as-process theorizing, namely those that posit a ‘true,’ “real,” or “core” self, for example the works of Jourard (1968) in humanistic psychology, Rank (1932) and Fromm (1955) in psychodynamic psychology, and Laing (1960) and Frankl (1959) in existential psychology” (Ryan and Deci, 2017, p. 62).
How the I-System Hinders Resilience

MBB is based on the premise that an overactive I-System is a common bio-psychological mechanism underlying many emotional and behavioral disorders and diminished individual resilience (Block & Block, 2007; Block, 2018). According to Greeson, Garland, & Black (2014), “most psychological disorders involve a fundamental problem with inflexibility, lack of insight, or narrowed perspective” (p. 534), which we assert are a result of I-System overactivity. These inflexible psycho-behavioral processes span cognitive rigidities such as rumination and worry and patterns of behavioral perseveration (e.g., addiction, compulsions). Therefore, by resting the overactive I-System, an individual becomes more psychologically flexible and consequently better equipped to handle life events in resilient ways optimally.

The I-System hinders optimal functioning when specific requirements held by the individual are violated. In essence, I-System requirements are mental rules about how we, as individuals, others, events, and the world around us should be that maintain an overly rigid internalized self-image. In short, when the rigid internalized self-image is threatened (when requirements are violated) the I-System becomes overactive. According to the I-System model, there are two primary states of being and functioning: I-System functioning and Natural Functioning. Natural Functioning is our natural, instinctive state of being with limited I-System activity. In I-System functioning, our I-Systems become dominant, as a result of a violated requirement, and distorts/limits our view of the world in ways that limit or prevent resilient functioning and increases dysfunction (Block, 2018).

The I-System has two psychobiological subsystems; the depressor, which gives rise to the experience of narcissistic mortification/shame, and the fixer, which gives rise to energizing/euphoric narcissistic fantasy (variety of feelings and sensations including euphoria, ecstasy, elation, and exhilaration).

Depressor storylines are the thoughts and storylines generated by the depressor which revolve around the beliefs of not being ‘good enough’ and being ‘damaged’ (various feelings and sensations of embarrassment, humiliation, shame, and self-loathing) (for example, *I am a loser, I will never amount to anything*). Consequently, depressor storylines will point to what needs to be improved or ‘fixed.’ This is where the fixer storylines come online.

Fixer storylines are elaborate ‘schemas’ and ‘action plans’ regarding how this ‘improvement’ or ‘damage repair’ will happen (for example, *I must get promoted, I must lose...*).
Fixer behavior is the implementation of these schemas or plans to secure the bio-psychic homeostasis of the self-system. The dialectical dynamic of the Depressor and Fixer is called the Depressor-Fixer dyad.

In summary, there is a threat of fragmentation of the self when an individual’s requirements are violated. Simply put, the I-System’s job is to counteract perceived threats of fragmentation/annihilation of the self to maintain bio-psychic homeostasis. When the I-System acts in concert with other mind-body systems, its effect is helpful; when it is overactive or dominant over other systems, its impact hinders optimal functioning. MBB practice aims to loosen our rigid internalized self-images held in place by idealized standards of ourselves, others, and the world and facilitate awareness of and reliance on the true self.

How Mind-Body Bridging Promotes Psychological Resilience

There are various theories and definitions about what constitutes psychological health and what factors lead to human flourishing (Fredrickson & Losada, 2005; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Vallerand et al., 2003; Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Deci & Ryan, 2017). We propose that MBB skills can directly enhance psychological health and human flourishing by improving foundational self-regulation skills. Self-regulation skills are cognitive and emotional skills and personality factors that allow people to intentionally control their thoughts, emotions, and behavior, which are central in developing psychological resilience (Blair & Raver, 2015). MBB promotes foundational self-regulation skills by improving metacognition (the ability to reflect on one’s thinking and actions) and psychological flexibility (the extent to which a person can cope with changes in circumstances and approach daily life problems and tasks in creative and novel ways). We will now briefly discuss how MBB promotes metacognition and psychological flexibility.

Psychological flexibility is a central factor in determining an individual’s psychological resilience (Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010). In an article, Psychological Flexibility as a Fundamental Aspect of Health, Todd Kashdan and Jonathan Rottenberg (2010) propose that the relationship between our executive functioning (‘top-down’ processing) and default mental states (‘bottom-up’ processing) is pivotal in developing and maintaining psychological flexibility. Executive functioning refers to the activity of brain circuits (particularly in the frontal lobes) that prioritize

---

3 Examples of Fixers behaviours may be substance abuse, overworking, compulsive exercising, overly controlling behavior, self-harm.
and integrate cognitive capacities that provide critical neuropsychological support for self-regulation (Baumeister, 2002).

Psychological flexibility reflects the capacity to tolerate a certain degree of distress and a receptive attitude toward emotions, thoughts, and sensations (Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl, 1996). Automatically labeling and reacting to particular thoughts, feelings, and events as negative or harmful reflect a lack of openness and acceptance and overdominance automatic ‘bottom-up’ processes.

Kashdan and Rottenberg (2010) state that we require attentional control to recognize any task's unique demands. The content of our consciousness is determined by the focus of our intention, which includes “awareness of the situation being confronted and being able to sustain and shift attention to the most critical aspects of the situation. Without these skills, we are at the mercy of relatively passive bottom-up strategies, which will often recruit our dominant behavioral tendencies” (p. 871). To conserve mental energy, individuals often revert to stereotyping and habits. Information processing and behavior patterns driven by heuristics can become overly fluent, and when this happens, it can erode psychological flexibility.

In conjunction with an open attitude coupled with negative or potentially negative experiences, acceptance, and awareness processes appear to be a precursor to psychological flexibility. In short, “robust executive functioning is critical for modulating responses to suit the circumstances and achieving desired outcomes—whether it is extracting rewards, reducing behavioral control, or some other situationally-bound strategy” (Kashdan and Rottenberg, 2010, p. 871).

To enhance our psychological flexibility, we need to find ways to shape our automatic processes (bottom-up) in more optimal directions. Automated responses are useful in conserving energy; otherwise, our time and effort would be exhausted on small, relatively meaningless activities. The problem is that these automatic responses are easily activated and can lead one into a direction that is not optimal or even harmful for the situation at hand (Aarts & Dijksterhuis,

---

4 Scientists have used functional neuroimaging to observe this process unfold. People that exhibit less openness and receptivity to ongoing thoughts and feelings (i.e., low mindfulness) exhibit activation in limbic system structures when they rapidly label thoughts and feelings as either negative or positive (Creswell, Way, Eisenberger, & Lieberman, 2007). Conversely, people who observe their thoughts and feelings with openness and curiosity show a different activation pattern, with labeling linked to greater prefrontal cortex activity and a simultaneous inhibition of limbic responses.
Information processing and behavior patterns driven by heuristics become overly fluent, which can erode psychological flexibility.

In short, psychological flexibility reflects the ability to be aware of and open to what any particular situation requires as well as the capacity to arrange and prioritize strategies that are uniquely appropriate for the particular situation (using top-down strategies), rather than relying on dominant default strategies (Fleeson, 2001; Kashdan & Rottenberg, 2010). MBB practice promotes metacognition of dominant default strategies through the practice of various metacognitive strategies.

In the context of the above discussion, the aim of MBB practice is to provide enough access to our top-down processing, through metacognition, so that the individual has the maximum capacity to make informed decisions based on the unique necessities of each situation and be psychological flexible enough to not automatically respond according to well-worn heuristics (bottom-up processing).

Conclusion

In summary, through the promotion of psychological resilience, the Resilient Mind for Law Enforcement Workbook’s objective is to improve social, emotional, and psychological well-being, increase foundational self-regulation skills, and improve workplace performance. We proposed that Resilient Mind Skills practice promotes psychological resilience by increasing foundational self-regulation skills by (1) enhancing metacognition through the application of metacognitive strategies (techniques that enhance awareness and understanding of one's thought processes) and (2) by promoting psychological flexibility that allows individuals to re-evaluate or reframe both negative and positive experiences, and adjust non-productive and limiting expectations of self, other and the world which lead to maladaptive responses.
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